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ABSTRACT 

The Virginia Highway and Transportation Research Council was asked 
by the state Department of Education (DOE) driver education staff to 
analyze the various driver education programs taught in the state and 
the methods used for reporting on their effectiveness. The researchers 
determined that the current data were not amenable for use in conducting 
an evaluation of the various driver education programs. The first step, 
therefore, was to develop a new data acquisition system that monitored 
student performance. The reportin• system detailed in this document is 
the result of this effort and is designed =o be used by the DOE and 
local school divisions in evaluating driver education programs used 
throughout the state. 

The first task was to review the Curriculum Guide for Driver 
Education in Virginia, the textbooks used as the major source documents 
in the driver education courses, and the entire list of the Division of 
Motor Vehicles conviction codes and their relevant sections in the Code 
of Virginia. The second major task was to align the 247 separate 
conviction codes into 17 categories based on driver education text 
materials and the Curriculum Guide for Dr±ver Education in Virginia. The 
concept behind these new groupings was to tie together types of driving 
errors with classroom and in-car instruction. The final task was to 
develop a computer software system designed to produce a variety of 
statistical reports for use by educators and administrators. 

The reporting format distinguishes amon• the types of schools 
attended (public, nonpublic, or commercial), as well as the types of 
programs taught (two-phase, three-phase using simulators, three-phase 
using multiple car driving ranges, or four-phase). In. addition, the 
reporting format categorizes crash and conviction data according to 
three driver exper±ence levels (less than i year of driving experience, 
i to 2 years, and 2 to 3 years). Reports will be produced which use 
statewide data and others will be specifically tailored either for an 
entire school division or for an individual school. 

From the points of view of the state DOE and the individual school 
divisions there is a need to verify which Instructional programs are 

most efficient and cost effective. This system provides one component 
for such evaluation and decision maklnE. The performance of students 
can be monitored across time and between curriculum types. By factoring 
in program costs, administrators can select the training program they 
believe is educationally sound for their students and is also cost 
effective. 

The system also provides the opportunity for each school division 
to compare the driving performances of their students with those of all 
students in the state. Variations, whether positive or negative can be 
investigated to determine factors which can be improved upon or promoted. 



The DOE can also use the system to provide information on the successes 
in one locality to school officials in other localities. 

The report contains computer program listings, illustrations of the 
formats, and a discussion and interpretation of the software. 

v± 
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INTRODUCTION 

From the point of view of the educational system, there are three 
major objectives of an Instructional program for beginning drivers. The 
first is to prepare each student to operate a motor vehicle within the 
skills possessed at the time of instruction, the second is to assist 
the beginnin• driver to develop the proper at=itudes coward safe driv- 
ing, and =he third is •o lay a foundation of basic knowledge and skill 
•o carry the driver through subsequent years of motor vehicle opera=ion. 

Driver education and training courses also serve a number of 
student purposes depending upon the type of course offered and the age, 
skills, and expectations of the student. The student's objective could 
vary from a desire to accumulate basic knowledge in order to pass the 
state licensing test to a need to practice the necessary skills to 
properly and comfortably drive in traffic. 

In addition, there is a desire on the part of school administrators 
at both the local and state levels, to have the most cost effective 
educational program possible. Accompanying =his desire for quality is 
the necessity of showing results in order to maintain the level of 
funding received during preceding years. 

The differences presented by variations in program, student, and 
administrator objectives limit the methods that c•n be used to evaluate 
driver education programs. An additional impediment to the conduct of a 
truly scientific evaluation of the state's driver education program is 
the state statute requiring persons between 16 and 18 years of age to 
have successfully completed a driver education course approved by the 
Department of Education (DOE) prior to being licensed. This statute 
militates against the use of a control group in determinin• program 
effectiveness by comparing the performances of trained and untrained 
drivers. 



In light of these factors, the Virginia Highway and Transportation 
Research Council was asked by the state driver education staff to 
evaluate the existing DOE performance reporting system, redesign the 
system to yield a maximum of available data relevant to program eval- 
uation, and to test and implement the new system on DOE hardware. The 
project is considered to be in two parts; the first is the development 
of a data acquisition system (this report), and the second is an eval- 
uation of the various educational programs being used throughout the 
state (a future report). 

PURPOSE A•ND SCOPE 

The major objectives of this project were to design, test, and 
implement a new computerized student performance reporting system for 
use by both state DOE and local school division personnel in determining 
the relative effectiveness of driver education programs. 

The scope included building an information system using the 
acciden=/convictlon data recorded on an individual's driver history file 
and stored by the Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV). The reporting 
system uses three years of data and includes information on the type of 
curricula and the educational setting in which the instruction was 
given. 

BACKGROUND 

Since 1971, the DMV has been producing a yearly computer tape 
containing the accldent/conviction records of drivers who have success- fully completed driver education within the previous school year. This 
tape is sent to the DOE, which produces a document, referred to as the 
"statistical readout", that shows student performance categorized along 
the variables of sex, school type (publlc, nonpublic, and commercial), 
and school level (statewide, school division, and individual school). 
(See Appendix A for a representative sample of these reports.) In the 
accident data, the numbers of crashes were categorized accordin• to 
total, property damage, personal Injury, and fatal. 

The intent of this statistical readout is to show the effectiveness 
of state approved driver education programs. Over the years, several 
drawbacks to this report±ng system became apparent to the users. The 
data were for only a portion of a single, year, the conviction categories 
were not specifically developed for use by driver educators, and there 
were no data dealing with the various instructional programs. 



The records system at the DMV makes provisions for the accumulation 
of data on 247 conviction code categories. These offenses were combined 
into 58 conviction categories which were developed primarily for use by 
the DMV, but because of convenience, were adopted by the DOE for use in 
preparing the statistical readout. An analysis of the statistical 
readouts for the two years immediately preceding the initiation of the 
current project showed =hat 25 of these conviction categories had less 
than two entries per year in the statewide data. This was taken by the 
researchers to be an indication that either these offenses were not ones 
for which beginning drivers were often convicted or that the grouping of 
the data was less than adequate for the intended purpose of evaluating 
state approved driver education programs. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

It has long been recognized that highway crashes are the leading 
cause of death and serious injury among the youth of this country. 
Teenaged drivers have more than double the number of crashes that 
drivers over 35 have, and there are fewer of these young drivers on the 
highway. Since I•70, over 80,000 teenagers have died in motor vehicle 
crashes in the United States. (i) 

Numerous studies have shown that accident and conviction rates are 
much higher for drivers under 25 than for older drivers. These young 
drivers are overrepresented in single car crashes, fatal run-off-the- 
road crashes, those between 6 p.m. and midnight, and those involving 
alcohol. In addition, young drivers are more often found to be at fault 
when they are involved in a crash. The most frequent types of driving 
errors among young drivers are those associated with risk taking (speed- 
ing, reckless driving, etc.) and recognition, errors (signs, signals, 
rlght-of-way, e•c. ). 

Even though =here is a strong belief among safety enthusiasts that 
the driver is the major factor in automobile crashes, no great number of 
studies have been conducted to fully test this belief. One reason for 
this lack of research is that there are few ways to determine the 
application of learned knowledge, skills, and attitudes to actual motor 
vehicle operation. Secondly, there is limited knowledge of wha= spe- 
cific skills should be taught. And, finally, testing or selection 
programs are less than exact in assuring that "poor drivers" are not 
licensed to drive and that "good drivers" are. 

Because of the time and costs associated with education and train- 
ing, there is a need for data concerning the effectiveness of each 
program. Proponents of high school driver education argue that without 
such a program there is little way to assure that beginnin• drivers gain 
certain knowled.•e and attitudes or learn the fundamentals of proficient 



motor vehicle operation. Opponents state that there is little scien- 
tific evidence to prove that a new dr±ver's skills have been improved 
beyond that which would have occurred in a training system less expen- 
sive to the general public. There has been little disagreement that 
some training and education is needed; it is only the extent of the 
program and who bears the cost that have caused concern. 

A resolution to this debate between the proponents and opponents of 
publically sponsored driver education programs is desirable. The nature 
of highway traffic and the consequences of misapplied behaviors and 
attitudes militate against allowing beginning drivers to enter a motor- 
ized society without some form of instruction. On the other hand, 
programs which are unable to economically and efficiently educate these 
beginning drivers must be examined to determine if they should be 
altered. Even if formal instruction can not be proven to be cost 
effective with regard to safe vehicle operation by the beginning driver, 
consideration must be given to whether abandoning the system will result 
in improved safety for all motorists. 

There is significant diversity in programs to educate or train 
drivers. There are specialized retraining schools, public and nonpubllc 
school curricula for beginning, drivers, schools which use the classical 
approach, and others which use a variety of media including, films, 
simulators, and multiple car driving ranges. Because of this variety, 
many research projects with varying objectives have been conducted. 
These may be classified according to the ob.Jectlves as follows: (I) a 
comparison of the accident/conviction records of persons with formal 
training against those of persons with informal training, (2) a deter- 
mination of differences in driving records due to soclo-demographic and 
psychological characteristics, and (3) comparisons of various teachlnE 
methods. 

There are other factors that school divisions and the state DOE 
consider in providing courses in driver education. The Federal Highway 
Safety Act of 1966 states that the Secretary of Transportation shall not 
approve any state highway safety program that does not "provide for 
comprehensive driver training programs.., administered by appropriate 
school officials." Many states also have laws requiring driver educa- 
tion for certain groups because of age, experience, or driving record. 
Even if these programs were not required by statute or regulation, the 
general public believes that such programs should be offered in the 
schools. 

Because of the differences in pupils, teachers, and instructional 
programs, research in driver education has been difficult to properly 
carry out. In large-scale experimental studies, it is hard to control 
for all factors that influence results, while in small-scale studies it 
is hard to get statistically significant results. Also, the role of 
expert opinion has been considered more valuable than the role of data 



acquisition and analysis in determlnlnE the benefits of driver educa- 
tion. Added to this is the fact that research has questioned the value 
of certain instructional programs and has, therefore, been seen as a 
threat to all programs for educating and training drivers. In spite of 
these problems, investigators have carried out a number of studies of 
varying degrees of sophistication and significance. 

Some of these studies have tried to determine the influence of 
various segments of instructional programs, including the use of Slmula- 
tots preparatory to behlnd-the-wheel driving, practice driving on 
specially developed multiple car ranges, practice driving in traffic, 
and the use of specialized audiovisual classroom instruction. One 
important appeal of simulation is that it provides training in steering, 
brak±nE, and other basic responses in the driving task for groups of 
students at a low cost. Multiple car driving ranges are used for the 
development of manipulative skills in a relatlvely safe and controlled 
environment while in a simulated traffic mix. The traditional on-street 
instruction provides students a learning environment within their com- 
munity; they are made aware of certain hazards and driving conditions in 
the area where most of their drlvlnE will be done. 

A number oe studies conducted during the late 1950s and throughout 
the 1960s generally concluded that there was a transfer Of driving 
ability between simulator training and some of the tasks associated with 
vehicle operation.(2,3,4,5,6,7) This transfer was found to be greater 
for communlcations, procedure-following, and declsion-making tasks than 
for performance skills. 

When the significance of the number of hours of simulator training 
was studied, it was concluded that a plateau was reached at about 6 
hours of training and little was gained with addltional prac- 
tice. (8,9, i0, ii, 12,13) Three studies found that students with simulator 
training had better driving records, when based on the number of con- 
victions, accidents, and accident severity, than did students who had 
only the standard classroom/behind-the-wheel educational pro- 
gram.(14,15,16) The validity of the results of these three studies is 
limited by' the absence of a control group in the research methodology. 

The influence of instruction on off-street driving facilities has 
also been investigated. Data from North Carolina. indicates no signifi- 
cant difference in accident involvement between students trained on 
these facilities and those trained in the-standard "30 and 6" course. (17) 
A study by Dreyer and Janke found crash results that differed from tho• 
of North Carolina. (18.) They concluded that students trained on a 
multiple car driving range had fewer total accidents in the year follow- 
ing training. They also concluded that there was no difference in 
licensing test score or in the time in becoming licensed and that 
students not trained on a multiple car driving range had higher course 
grades. 



In 1976 a comprehensive review of the driver education literature 
was published by the Illinois DOT.(19) The stated objectives of this 
effort were to assess the effectiveness of classroom and laboratory 
instruction as an accident deterrent and to evaluate the effect±veness 
of different laboratory training techniques. It was concluded that (i) 
only classroom instruction was an effective accident countermeasure, •2) 
both classroom and laboratory instruction made a positive contribution 
to safe driving skills, knowledge, and attitudes, and (3) there was no 
difference in the effectSveness of simulator and multSple car driving 
range programs and on-street, behlnd-the-wheel programs. 

AS a result of a bill passed during the 1969 session of the Cali-. 
fornia legislature, (2__0) Jones conducted a study concerned with only the. 
In-car instruction part of the curriculum. She found no difference in 
the accident rates of students trained by public schools and those of 
students trained by commercial schools. There was a small difference in 
conviction rates in favor of public school programs. 

The studies reviewed to this point were concerned with the transfer 
of learning, the effectiveness of simulator and behind-the-wheel experi- 
ences, the number of hours of instruction, and the type of school. A 
limited number of studies analyzed the effectiveness of a full safety 
education course rather than determinln• the effectiveness of separate 
segments of a program. Studies carried out in the state of Oregon and 
in the city of Memphis, Tennessee, found driver education students had 
fewer accidents, violations, and license suspensions than did students 
without formal instruction. (21,22) A third study found no relationship 
between trained and non-trained subjects in terms of accidents, viola- 
tions, personal injury, or vehicle damage, (23) and an Insurance Insti- 
tute for Highway Safety study reported ne•ive safety effects for 
students who completed driver education and were licensed ro drive prior 
to 18 years of age. (24) 

A study by Conger, Miller, and Rainey found that students who 
elected to take and completed a driver education course had fewer 
violations or points than did students who wanted to take the course and 
were unable to do so, or those who did not want to take the course. (25) 
No differences were found for crashes in which the driver was deemed 
responsible for the occurrence, however, the analysis revealed signifi- 
cant differences amon• the groups on the number of miles driven per 
year, student I.Q., and socioeconomic status. It is possible that 
factors other than driver education may have influenced the study in 
such a way as to yield positive results. 

Research in driver education carried out prior to the mid-1970s is 
generally characterized as being weak in experimental design. Until 
studies are conducted that control for variables other than education 



itself, it will not be possible to definitively establish the effects of 
programs which teach skills and knowledge to beginning drivers. 

The most comprehensive study of driver education undertaken to date 
is in progress in DeKalb County, Georgia. This federally funded study 
is attempting to accommodate the criticisms of previous studles. 
Students who volunteered for driver education have been randomly placed 
in one of two public school instructional programs (the Safe Performance 
Curriculum [SPC] or the Pre-Dr±ver Licensing Curriculum [PDL]) or in a 
control group. The fact that approximately 17% of the control group had 
received driver education instruction through private or commercial 
programs before being licensed to drive compllca=es the analysis of the 
data. 

Preliminary results indicate that students completing the SPC 
course have a slightly higher licensing rate than those in the PDL 
course or those in the control group (87% vs. 85% and 82%). In terms of 
effectiveness, there is no difference in the crash rates for the three 
groups (0.33, 0.32, and 0.32). There are, however, differences in the 
violation rates (0.82, 0.81, and 0.89), with trained students (SPC and 
PDL) having a statistically significant fewer number of violations. 
Finally, the mean number of DUI convictions of both the SPC and PDL 
groups were significantly lower than those for the control group (0.013, 
0.018, and 0.023). 

The major conclusion drawn from the literature was that it was not 
possible to.deflnitlvely show the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of 
driver education and training as a countermeasure for either accidents 
or convictions for traffic offenses. 

This situation led to the development of the "Performance Reporting 
System" described in the remainder of this report. This system will be 
used by the Virginia Department of Education's driver education staff as 

an aid in the evaluation of educational programs used throughout the 
Commonwealth to educate and train young drivers. It can also be used by 
school divisions and individual schools in analyzing the results of 
their programs for teaching students to drive. 

METHOD 

One of the first tasks in developing the performance reportin• 
system was to review the State Curriculum GUide for Driver Education in 
Virglnia,the textbooks used throughout the state as the major source 
documents for students enrolled in the driver education courses, and the 
entire llst of DMV conviction codes and their relevant sections in the 
Code of Virglnia. 



The second major task was to align the 247 conviction codes into 
categories based on driver education text materials and the state DOE 
instructional guide. The concept behind these new groupings was to tie 
together types of driving errors with classroom and laboratory instruc- 
tion. The major categories are driver infractions, license related 
infractions, vehicle infractions, reporting infractions, alcohol or drug 
infractions, criminal actions, and unsafe motorcycle actions. Convic- 
tions for speeding, reckless driving, improper passing, improper turn- 
ing, improper vehicle operation, failure to stop or yield, and failure 
to obey signs are all included as subcategories of driver infractions. 
(See the Administrators Guide, Appendix B, for a llst of each of the 
data categories used in the performance reports). 

The reporting format distinguishes among the types of schools 
attended (public, nonpublic, or commercial) as well as the types of 
programs taught (two-phase, three-phase using simulators, t.hree-phase 
using multiple car driving ranges, or four-phase). The system will 
produce reports that use statewide data and others tailored for either 
an entire school division or an individual school. 

The third major task was to coordinate development of the software 
with the principal participants. This was accomplished through several 
meetln•s between representatives from the DOE, the DMV, and the Research 
Council. At these meetings, agreement was reached as to the respon- 
sibilities of each group and the schedule to be maintained to provide 
the DOE with a timely and accurate performance reporting system. 

OVERVIEW OF THE SOFTWARE SYSTEM 

The driver performance report software system is designed to 
provide both the DOE and local school divisions with the most useful 
data available for makin• decisions about (i) the relative effectiveness 
of each program type, (2) the relative effectiveness of various schools 
administering similar programs, (3) the impact of driver experience on 
driver performance, and (4) the effectiveness of a school division's 
driver education curriculum over a period of years. This system super- 
cedes the system that generated output similar •o that shown in Appendix 
A. 

The driver performance report system is composed of six programs 
whose interrelationships are illustrated in Figure i. The DMV pro- 
vides crash and conviction data on all drivers who have completed a 
state approved driver education program, received their first opera- 
tor's license within the last 3 fiscal years, and are not over 21. 
Additionally, a record is provided for each person receiving an opera- 
tor's license in the most recent fiscal year. This information is to be 



provided by the DMV to the DOE's Management Information Service (MIS) by 
September i of each year in the form of a computer tape. 

Information about the type of educational program being taught at 
each school is provided by the state driver education staff to the DOE's 
MIS group. This information is obtained from the status questionnaire 
submitted by each school teaching a state approved driver education 
program. A 5-year history, of the type of each school's driver education 
program is maintained. This file procedure requires a facility for 
accommodating school code changes associated with school closings, 
op•enings, or consolidations. Since the history file maintains both the 
old and the new codes, the most recent code change information can be 
used to u•date this file before the performance report is run during the 
month of September. Program C701 updates the school history file to 
reflect these school code changes. Program C702 is run to match the 
proper school codes, the DMV conviction data, and the school program 
type data. Program C702 also maps the DMV violation codes into the 
major categpries used by the reports. .The school history file is then 
updated to reflect the current public, nonpublic, and commercial school 
program type and enrollment data using program C703. 

Three programs are required to produce the various statewide, 
community, and individual school reports. Program C704 is used to 
produce the driver experience report, which shows conviction rates as a 
function of the number of years of driving experience. Program C705 
provides a summary of driver education enrollment, licensed drivers, and 
accident and conviction data for each school division and for the entire 
state. Program C706 produces a driver performance report for each 
school in the state, with an indication of how its performance compares 
with that of schools with similar driver education programs. 

A detailed explanation of each of these programs, with examples of 
the reports generated, is provided in the followin• sections. The 
system runbook is provided in Appendix C while the program listln•s are 
Appendix D. * 

*In the interest of economy, only a limited number of reports have been 
produced that include these Appendixes; however these Appendixes are 
available upon request. 
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COMPONENTS OF THE SOFTWARE SYSTEM 

School Code Ch.ange.Pr. ogram 
Program C701 reads the school history file and a file of school 

code changes and produces a new history file that reflects these 
changes. School codes change as a result of school closings, the 
construction of new schools, or the combining of two or more existing 
schools. These code changes are input as a new code/old code pair and 
the file is modified in a manner that allows history data to be accessed 
using either the old or new code. 

The school history file contains a 5-year history of the driver 
education program curriculum used,, the number of students enrolled, and 
the number of licenses issued to students. A flowchart, illustrating 
this school code updating procedure is shown in Figure 2. 

D.MV. Conv!.c..tlon ..Data Recoding .progra.m 

Program c702 is used to recode the DMV conviction data by mapping 
the 247 conviction codes •nto the 17 major categories used by the 
reporting system. The school codes appearing in the conviction records 
are verified and corrected if a school code change has occurred. School 
code changes are also applied to the program type and enrollment file. 
As can be seen in Figure 3, two updated files are produced by this run; 
a disk file of program type and enrollment for each public, nonpublic, 
and commercial school, and a tape file of recoded conviction records and 
newly licensed drivers. 

After school code changes are applied through the use of program 
C702, the school name file and the DMV conviction data file are sorted 
in school code order. 

School Hi.s.=.o..ry..F.i...le. Update Progr.a.m 

Program C703 produces 
a completely updated school history file of 

driver education program type (two-phase, three-phase using a simulator, 
three-phase using a multiple car driving range, or four- phase), student 
enrollment, and number of driver's licenses issued to students in the 
fiscal year ending June 30. Program type and enrollment data are 
obtained from the status questionnaire. The DMV conviction data file 
provides the number of driver's licenses issued. The school history 
file used as input has been modified by C701 to include all school code 
changes. Figure 4 illustrates the function of C703. 

12 
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Data are maintained for the most recent 5 years. The updating 
process removes the oldest year's data while add±n• the most recent 
year's data. 

Driver .Exp.er.i..ence. Re.p..o..r..t. Pro.•r.am 

Two types of driver experience reports are produced by Program 
C704. The first categorizes crash and conviction data on the basis of 
years of driving experience. Reports are produced on a statewlde basis 
for the public, nonpubllc, and commercial schools, and on a school 
division level basis for the public schools. Figure 5 is an example of 
one of these reports. The second report categorizes the data on the 
basis of years of driving experience and on the type of educational 
program the driver received. This report is produced only for the 
public schools and on both a statewide and division level basis. Figure 
6 is a representation of this report format. 

Each of the experience reports follows the same general reporting 
format for the presentation of the data. The computer program reads the 
division name file, the program =ype and enrollment file, the updated 
school history file, and the recoded DMV conviction data (see Figure 7). 
The years of dr±vln• experience are based on the date the drivers 
received their operator's license, crashes are handled as if they all 
occurred at the end of each fiscal year, and the number of convictions 
is based on the date the citation was issued and not the date when the 
conviction occurred. 

One of the key elements of the performance reporting system is the 
categorization of data on the basis of years of driving experience. The 
number of individuals in each of the three experience categories changes 
on a daily basis as a function of the date a person receives an opera- 
tor's license. In past reporting systems, crash, conviction, and 
licensing data have been placed in school year and/or calendar year 
blocks, and, therefore, are simple counts within some specified time 
frame. Because of the variable and changing nature of the number of 
persons in an experience category, it was necessary to develop an 

accurate estimate of the number of drivers who could be involved in a 

crash or be convicted of a motor vehicle law violation. The best 
estimate of the number of these drivers was defined as the average 
driver population based on licenses issued. This figure is established 
by using the average number of licenses issued over the two most recent 

years in each of the experience categories. 

The reporting format also includes data on the crashes and con- 
victions per i00 drivers, which is included in the upper portion of the 
report. The remainder of the report provides a percentage breakdown of 
convictions into the 17 categories. The actual number of convictions, 
by type, can be calculated by multiply±nE the-number of convictions at 
the top of a column by the percentage associated with the offense. 
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Division 

Da•e Card File 

Program SchOol 
Type and His tory 
Enroll- File 

c7 4 

Figure 7. Driver experience repor= program procedures. 
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The first type of exper±ence report was designed to provide infor- 
mation regarding the influence of years of driving on the crash and 
conviction rates of motor vehicle operators, the second type, which 
ex=ends over three pages, one for each year of experience, was designed 
to provide insight into the relat±ve effectiveness of the various types 
of driver education programs used in Virginia. Both report formats 
allow Judgements to be made about possible deficiencies in aspects of 
the curriculum as it applies to each of the 17 convlct•on categories. 

S.•.atis.tical .Rep..pr..t P.ro.•ram 

Program C705 produces two types of statistical reports; one uses 
statewide data for the public, nonpublic, and commercial schools, while 
the second uses data specific to each public school division and pre- 
sen=s comparisons with the statewide data for all public schools. The 
program procedure is illustrated in Figure 8. 

The sta=ewide statistical report, Figure 9, lists the number of 
students earning a driver education certificate (item i) and those who 
have received their operator's license within the most recent fiscal 
year (item 2). Item i data come from the status report questionnaire, 
which in its present form does not contain a breakdown by sex. l=em 3 
shows the number of convictions charged to young drivers who received 
their operator's license in the most recent fiscal year. Item 4 lists 
the number of individuals who have received their operator"s license and 
have been convicted for some driving offense, with individuals having 
more than one conviction during the last fiscal year bein• counted only 
once. Item 5 is an expression of the percentage of new drivers who have 
had a conviction. Item 6 is the number of accidents involving new 
drivers. Item 7 is the number of new drivers who were involved in 
accidents, while item 8 is this number expressed as a percentage of all 
new drivers. 

The school division form of this report, Figure i0, will be Sent to 
each division superintendent for distribution within the school system. 
The report provides the same data contained in the sta=ewide statistical 
report, but adds data unique to the school division receiving it. A 
school division receives only its own report and not those for all 
school divisions within the state. 
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,Division 
Name IDa•e 

Card File 

Program 
Type and 
Enroll- 
ment 
File 

School 
His=ory 
File 

c7 5 

Figure 8. Statistical report program procedures. 
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S,chool Perf.orm,,ance .R.ep.ort,, Program 

Program C706 is used co compare the performance measures for an 
individual school with the data from schools with similar programs. The 
program procedure is illustrated in Figure Ii. This format provides the 
school's driver education adm•nlstracor with both absolute and relative 
measures of the quallty of the local program. The report consists of 
three pages; one for each of the experience categories (see Figure 12). 
The line items for this report are interpreted in a manner consistent 
with the reports produced by C704. Each school administrator should be 
provided a copy of Appendix B by the DOE s=aff. This document explains 
•he relationship between the conviction categories and the driver 
education curriculum. Armed with this information, the administra=or 
can adjust curriculum emphasis to counteract areas of poor driver 
performance. The "similar school" comparison gives insight into 
problems that may be common to his fellow administrators or, for some 

reason, unique to a particular school. 
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Date Card 

Program 
Type and 
Enroll- 
men= 
File 

School 
History 
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C7•6 

Figure Ii. School report program procedures. 
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•vTO• - 12/19/83 
8C• • O•q,,O000 

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
SCHOOl. PERFORMANCE REPORT 

•CHO0t. YEaR ENOING JUNE 30• 1g•3 

L•KE BRAOOOCK SECONDarY 

2"• YEAR8 EXPERIENCE 

BAAED ON LICENSES %•8UED 

NUMBE• OF CONVICTION• 
•ONVICTZON$ PER [00 ORZVER$ 

XMPROP•R VEHICLE OPERATXON 

IMPROPER TURNING 

[MPROPER PASSZNG 

FAXLURE TO YXELD OR •TOP 

NO LZCEN$1[/PERMZT 

I M;•ROPE• LICENSE 

•(IPER•TIN(; UNLICEN•O VEHXCLE 

INVAL[O INSPECTION STICKE• 

CRIMIfl•L, kCT•ON8 

UNSCFE NOTORC¥CLE kCTION$ 

YOUR $CHOUI. 
SCHOOLS •ITH 
•M•I.AR PI•OGRAM 

280,5 284,0 1fi,q73,O 15.756,S 

2•; t 7 2, I•0 I 
80• •,0 13,3 

5• 36 3,815 1 .•57 
21,0 12•7 23,7 

]Sob 50oO q0,7 51o(: 

0,0 0.0 0,8 0,5 

3.• 0o0 O,q 

15,3 2,8 t 1,• 13,S 

5,1 506 200 3,7 

h,8 0,0 l,e 

1.? 2.8 2.7 

0.0 0.0 0.• 

0.0 O.O 0.3 0.,• 

0.0 0.0 Oo• OoO 

Figure 12, Example of a school performance report. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The software system described in this report is not designed to 

answer directly questions of the form !'Should driver education be 
discontinued in Virginia?" or "How many lives are saved by the driver 
education/tralning program?" These questions can not be answered 
directly using Virginia data w•thout a change in policy that would allow 
a control group of untrained drivers. What this system does provide is 
a tool that driver education administrators can use to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of =he present school programs. These effec- 
tiveness measures can impact the driver education budget by making 
possible cost/benefit analyses of the current curricula. 

In designing the performance reporting system, limitations in the 
data had to be recognized and accommodated. The first concerned the use 
of conviction data, which is not a precise measure of the. number of 
times a driver makes an illegal maneuver. Conviction data serve as a 

surrogate measure of citations issued, which in turn is a proxy for 
infractions. In addition, citations are dependent upon enforcement and 
convictions are dependent upon several factors, including socioeconomic 
and legal influences. While these limitations must be recognized, they 
do not negate the use of =he data for analyzing program effectiveness. 

There are three basic reports in the reporting system: the experi- 
ence report, the statistical report, and the school report. In addi- 
tion, an administrators guide has been prepared that explains the rela- 
tionship between the conviction categories and the driver education 
curriculum. 

The statewide report can be used to show the influence of driving 
experience on crash and conviction rates. Also, the variation in 
performance across time of male and female students can be monitored 
separately on each of the 17 conviction classifications. In addition, 
these statewlde data provide the opportunity to monitor the performance 
of students by curriculum type over a period of several years. 

The school division report provides the opportunity for each school 
division to compare the driving performances of its students with those 
for the state as a whole. Variations, whether positive or negative, can 

be investigated to determine those factors which can be improved or 
promoted. The State DOE can also use these data to provide information 
on the successes in one locality to officials in other localities. 

The individual school report provides the opportunity for the 
state, school division, and individual school to compare the subsequent 
driving performance of the students who attended a particular school 
with the performance of all others who attended a similar educational 
program. Again, there is an opportunity for the driver education 
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community to accentuate positive findings from various schools 
throughout the Commonwealth. 

From both the State DOE point of view and that of the individual 
school division, there is a need for verification of which instructional 
programs are the best possible. The performance report system provides 
a basis for this decision making. The performance of students can be 
monitored across time and between curricula. By factoring in program 
costs, school administrators can select the program they believe pro- 
vides the most educationally sound program for the least cost. 

The system is designed to provide driver education personnel with 
the most useful data available for making decisions about (i) the 
relative effectiveness of each program type, (2) the relative effective- 
ness in .various schools administering similar programs, and (3) the 
impact of driver experience on driver performance. 
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APPENDIX B 

ADMINISTRATOR'S REFERENCE GUIDE TO THE 
DRIVER EDUCATION PERFORMANCE REPORT 



This guide is designed to assist the administrator in correlating 
conviction rates contained in the performance reports with specific 
areas of instruction specified in the Curriculum Guide for Driver 
Education in Virginia. A high rate of convictions for a particular 
offense would suggest that the portion of the curriculum related to 
these convictions should be given greater emphasis. The effectiveness 
of these corrective measures should be evident in the reports presented 
over successive years. 

The establishment of data categories for use in the reporting 
system included reviewing all of the DMV conviction codes, their rele- 
vant sections in the Code of Virginia, the state driver education 
curriculum guide, the textbooks used throughout the state, and the 
previously used statistical readout. After completion of these tasks, 
there were 17 categories into which =he data could be logically placed 
for reporting and analyses. The concept behind these groupings was to 
tie together types of driving errors with classroom and in-car instruc- 
tion. The 7 major divisions of data are driver infractions, license 
related infractions, vehicle infractions, reporting infractions, alcohol 
or drug infractions, criminal actions, and unsafe motorcycle actions. 

The reporting format also distinguishes among the type of school 
attended (public, nonpublic, or commercial), and the type of program 
taught (two-phase, three-phase using simulators, three-phase usin• 
multiple car drivin• ranges, or four-phase). Some reports produced use 
statewide data and others are tailored for a school division or for •an 
individual school. 

A review of the reports produced by the performance reporting 
system and their significance for driver educators is contained in the 
following sections. 

A statewide report, based only on the three driver experience 
levels, is produced for the public, nonpublic, and commercial schools. 
These data can be used to show the influence of driving experience on 
drivinE. In addition, the variation in performance of male and female 
students can be separately monitored across time on each of the con- 
viction classifications. 

A statewide report based on the four educational proErams in 
conjunction with the three experience levels is produced for the public 
and nonpublic schools. From both the State Department of Education 
point of view and that of the individual school divisions, there is a 
need for verification of which instructional programs are the best 
possible. These data provide a basis for this decision making. The 
performance of students can be monitored across time and between curric- 
ulum types. By factoring in program costs, administrators can select 



the education/ training program they believe provides the most educa- 
tionally sound instruction for the least cost. 

A school division report based only on the three driver experience 
levels and a school division report based on both the four educational 
programs and incorporating the three experience levels are produced for 
the public schools. These data provide the opportunity for each school 
division to compare the driving performance of its students with that 
for students statewide. Variations, whether positive or negative, can 
be investigated to determine those factors which can be improved or 
promoted. The state DOE can also use these data to provide information 
on the successes in one locality to officials in other localities. For 
example, if one school system is having a statistically significant 
lower crash or conviction rate, its program can be analyzed for factors 
applicable to other areas of the state, 

The final type of report is that produced for each public, non- 
public, and commercial school that teaches driver education and it 
incorporates the three experience levels. The reporting format presents 
data from an individual school and data from all schools in the state 
with similar instructional programs during the reporting period. These 
data provide =.he opportunity for the state, school division, and indi- 
vidual school to compare the subsequent drlvlnE performance of the 
students who attended a particular school with the performance, of all 
others who attended a similar educational program. 

If the crash and conviction performance of students from a par- 
ticular school varies greatly from the performance of students in all 
the schools which taught a similar course, this should raise concern 
throughout the community, within the school division and in the school 
staff. By referring to Table B-I, the administrator can determine those 
portions of the instructional program which relate to the conviction 
category in question. A determination can then be made as to whether 
increased instructional emphasis is needed and whether the existing 
curriculum needs to be modified. 

For example, when a school has a greater number and percentage of 
its driver education graduates being convicted of violating the motor 
vehicle laws, this should lead to a critical analysis of its entire 
driver education program. One explanation for this student performance 
could be a lack of sufficient quality in instruction. If so, then by 
referring to Table B-l, it can be determined what material should have 
been covered in the classroom, simulator, multiple car driving range, 
and in-car instruction phases of the curriculum. Increased emphasis, or 
a redesign of the course, could then be initiated. Results would be 
evident in future reports. It is important to keep in mind that the 
instructional program is not the only influencing factor in a student 
being convicted; special enforcement projects at the local level, the 



soc±al and demographic characteristics of the community, and politlcal/- 
judicial realities also influence conviction rates. Each of these 
factors must be considered when analyzing reporting data. 

It can also be seen that there were four violation categories for 
which the state curriculum guide did not require formal instruction. 
While this does not mean that students are not given instruction in 
these areas, it does suggest that there is a need for the guide to be 
revised and updated at frequent (2 to 3 year) intervals to assure that 
all schools are emphasizing the most recent and significant materials in 
these programs. 



Table B-I 

Relationship of Conviction Category and Program of Instruction 

Conviction Category 

Driver Actions 

Speeding 
'Reckless Dri v.• ng 
Improper Vehicle OPeration 
.Tmp•oper'. ".TG.rninq '• 
Improper Passing 

Failure to obey Signs, etc. 

Failure to Yiel.d or Stop 

Curriculum Guide Reference 

Classroom 

II-G; Ill-B; 
IV-A•IB, C 
iI I" G• V 
II-B; II •, 
.E, F•. V 
II-C 
IIE 

IV-A, B, C 

Crash • nl vO yemen t I I l-C '• i- D; 
Opera ting an Un'i i cen•led VlllI'I I-A l-• 2 

Vehicle 

Im•roper/Unsa re. Equi p. 
Inva,,,1,•,d ,,!nspeqtion Sti cker"' 
Improper Plates Regist•'•- 

tion 

Alcohol/Drug Actions 

Criminal Actions 

Operator License Actions 

No Licens..e/P.er.m.it... 
Improper License 

Vehicle Infractions 

Reporting Action 

VI I-A, B 

VIII-A-2 
VIIi-A-2 

[X-C 
V'II [-A-I 
VIii-A-2 

N!A 

N/• 

Unsafe Motorcycle Actions 

Others 

Simulator 

N/A 

III; VII; 

II III-C 
IV V I-D; 

Single Car 

VI-C 

VII I • 
III IX; 
X 

VI-F; X 

Range 

vii; 
IX; X. 
[II 
V-E; Vl 

III-F; IV; 
XI II'I-F 

NIA 

N/A 

NIA 
N/A 

NIA 
N/'A 
N/A 

iv III I" O, E ,' 
..F,. G 
VIII-D, E, 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

NIA 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
i"l / A 
N/A 

N/A 




